Rules for Financial Co-sponsorship (FCS) for Conferences with Student branch

The student branch (SB) should be active and long-standing from at least 5 years of existence.

SB should have done at least 20 activities per year as part of SB & Should have at least 100 active IEEE student members and 10 faculty/professional members.

The proposed conference should be a flagship conference and should have been conducted at least 3 times before FCS.

The financial status/Book of accounts of previous conferences should be healthy which has to be shared.

The FCS ratio between section and SB will be decided during execution of MoU.

The TPC chair/s and Organising chair/s should have at least ten quality publications (IEEE, Indexed in Scopus/web of science).

The college should be at least 10 years old and the management/Principal should support the conference financially.

The above terms and conditions are indicative and can be changed from time to time.

Mere satisfactory of the above rules don't indicate that FCS is approved.

The IEEE Bangalore Section conference committee has all the rights to approve/disapprove the FCS and recommend changes/suggestions if required.

For more details contact: conferences@ieeebangalore.org